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a b s t r a c t

Graph-based dimensionality reduction (DR) methods play an increasingly important role in many

machine learning and pattern recognition applications. In this paper, we propose a novel graph-based

learning scheme to conduct Graph Optimization for Dimensionality Reduction with Sparsity Con-

straints (GODRSC). Different from most of graph-based DR methods where graphs are generally

constructed in advance, GODRSC aims to simultaneously seek a graph and a projection matrix

preserving such a graph in one unified framework, resulting in an automatically updated graph.

Moreover, by applying an l1 regularizer, a sparse graph is achieved, which models the ‘‘locality’’

structure of data and contains natural discriminating information. Finally, extensive experiments on

several publicly available UCI and face databases verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed

method.

& 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

It is well known that dimensionality reduction (DR) has generally
been used as a principled way to understand the high-dimensional
data such as image, text and video sequence. Recently, graph-based
DR methods become more and more popular in pattern recognition
and machine learning fields, due to the fact that graph is a powerful
tool to catch the structure information hidden in objects or data. In
fact, recent research [1] claimed that most existing DR methods can
fall into a graph embedding framework. The representatives have
ISOMAP [2], LLE [3], Laplacian eigenmap [4] and locality preserving
projections (LPP) [5], just to name a few. Under such a framework,
one first constructs a graph from data in terms of some prior
knowledge available, and then based on the constructed graph learns
a projection matrix, which transforms the original high-dimension
data into a lower dimensional space. Among them, graph construc-
tion is crucial since the performances of these algorithms depend
heavily on how well the graph models the original data structure.

As a consequence, the methods for graph construction have
been widely studied in recent years, although building a high-
quality graph is still an open problem [6]. In general, most of the
graph construction processes can be decomposed into two steps.
Firstly, one constructs an adjacency graph by considering the
samples as nodes and linking some of them with edges according
to given rules such as k-nearest neighbors, e-ball neighborhood
and b-matching [4,5,7]. Secondly, a weight is assigned for each
edge. The often-used weight assignment ways include Heat
ll rights reserved.
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Kernel [4], Inverse Euclidean Distance [8] and Local Linear
Reconstruction [3], etc. All these graph construction methods
are quite flexible and can in principle be used for any graph-based
learning algorithms including DR, spectral clustering and semi-
supervised learning [1,7,9,10]. However, as pointed out in [10],
there is potential need that graph should be appropriate for the
subsequent learning task.

To establish an ‘‘appropriate’’ graph, Zhang et al. recently
presented an algorithm called Graph-optimized Locality Preser-
ving Projections (GoLPP) [11] for DR task, which optimizes graph
and projections simultaneously in one single objective function.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to perform
graph optimization during a specific DR process, rather than
pre-define graph before DR as done in most of graph-based
algorithms [1]. Despite GoLPP obtains empirical superiority to
traditional LPP on some datasets, the graph resulted from GoLPP
usually loses traditional sparsity even though a sparse initial
graph is given in its iterative optimization.

To address this problem, in this paper, we propose a novel
strategy to conduct Graph Optimization for Dimensionality Reduc-
tion with Sparsity Constraints (GODRSC). The proposed method not
only shares the advantages of GoLPP with automatically adjustable
graph, but also has some additional desirable characteristics:
1)
 The sparsity of graph is held by replacing the entropy regular-
izer in GoLPP with an l1 norm minimization. As pointed out in
[7], sparsification is important to graph since it can bring
higher efficiency, better accuracy and robustness to noise.
2)
 Interestingly, with adjustable graph, GODRSC essentially pro-
vides an extension to the sparsity preserving projections (SPP)
[12], a recently developed DR algorithm based on sparse
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representation (see Section 2.2 for more details). This establishes
a natural link between GODRSC and SPP, which helps to give an
intuitive explanation why and how the former might work
well [12–14].
3)
 By solving the trace ratio problem directly, GODRSC avoids the
nonuniqueness of the solutions involved in GoLPP. See Section 3
for more details.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews
three related DR algorithms, GoLPP, SPP and its orthogonalized
extension. Section 3 introduces the GODRSC model and algorithm.
In Section 4, some experimental results are presented. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
1 It is worthwhile to point out that the ith entry in Si is zero due to removing xi

from sample matrix X.
2. Related works

2.1. Graph-optimized locality preserving projections (GoLPP)

Given a set of sample points X¼[x1,x2,y,xn], where xiARD,
i¼1.2,y,n, we firstly review the objective function of LPP [5],
which GoLPP is based on

min
W

Pn
i,j ¼ 1 :WT xi�WT xj:

2
Pij

Pn
i ¼ 1 Dii:WT xi:

2

where WARD� d(doD) is the projection matrix, Dii ¼
Pn

j ¼ 1 Pij,
and P¼(Pij)n�n is the edge weight matrix of a neighbor graph,
which has been specified before learning W. In contrast to LPP
with such a pre-defined graph, GoLPP simultaneously completes
graph optimization and projection learning within a unified
objective function [11] below:

min
W ,Sij

Pn
i,j ¼ 1 :WT xi�WT xj:

2
Sij

Pn
i ¼ 1 :WT xi:

2
þZ

Xn

i,j ¼ 1
Sij lnSij

s:t:
Xn

j ¼ 1
Sij ¼ 1,i¼ 1,. . .,n

SijZ0,i,j¼ 1,. . .,n

which can in turn be rewritten as the following trace ratio form

min
W ,Sij

trðWT XLXT WÞ

trðWT XXT WÞ
þZ

Xn

i,j ¼ 1
Sij lnSij

s:t:
Xn

j ¼ 1
Sij ¼ 1,i¼ 1,. . .,n

SijZ0,i,j¼ 1,. . .,n ð1Þ

where S¼(Sij)n�n is an unknown affinity weight matrix of graph, L

is the graph Laplacian;
Pn

i,j ¼ 1 Sij lnSij is an entropy regularization
term with sum-to-one constraint

Pn
j ¼ 1 Sij ¼ 1 and non-negative

constraint SijZ0 for avoiding degenerate solution as well as
endowing Sij with probability meaning; Z is a tradeoff parameter.
According to Zhang et al. [11], the GoLPP model can be solved by
alternating iteration and the iteration process is theoretically
proved convergence. Finally its performance empirically outper-
forms LPP for visualization and classification tasks on a number
of often-used public datasets, benefiting from the automatically
optimized graph.

2.2. Sparsity preserving projections (SPP) and its orthogonalization

SPP [12] is an unsupervised DR algorithm based on graph
construction by sparse representation. In particular, SPP firstly
constructs a graph by representing each sample point xi using as
few sample points in X\{xi} as possible. With different assump-
tions to noise, it can be cast into different l1-minimization
problems such as the following one:

min
Si

:Si:1

s:t::xi�XSi:
2oe

Xn

j ¼ 1
Sij ¼ 1 ð2Þ

where Si is a column vector consisting of the representative
coefficient of sample xi,

1 and minimizing the l1 norm aims to
obtain a sparse solution; :xi�XSi:

2
is the error for reconstructing

xi. Naturally, the jth element Sij in coefficient vector Si can be used
as the affinity weights between samples xi and xj, and thus SPP
builds a graph G¼(X,(Sij)n�n), which describes the sparse recon-
structive relationship among the original samples.

Then, SPP seeks a projection matrix W best preserving the
sparse graph above. Similar to NPE [15], a linear version of LLE [3],
SPP does this by the following objective function:

min
W

Pn
i ¼ 1 :WT ðxi�XSiÞ:

2

Pn
i ¼ 1 :WT xi:

2
ð3Þ

which is equivalent to the trace ratio problem:

max
W

trðWT XSbXT WÞ

trðWT XXT WÞ

whereSb ¼ SþST�SST . Similar to most trace ratio models [1,5,15],
it can be approximately solved by generalized eigenvalue
decomposition.

Furthermore, one can generalize SPP by introducing some
priors or constraints to its model as in many linear DR algorithms
such as LPP. In order to better discuss and validate the proposed
GODRSC method later, here, we give an orthogonalized extension
of SPP, and call it OSPP simply, which can be modeled just by
imposing orthogonal constraint on projection matrix W. With the
same notations as in Eq. (3), the model of OSPP is established by
minimizing the objective defined as follows:

min
W

Pn
i ¼ 1 :WT ðxi�XSiÞ:

2

Pn
i ¼ 1 :WT xi:

2

s:t: WT W ¼ I

Similarly, we have its corresponding trace ratio form

max
W

trðWT XSbXT WÞ

trðWT XXT WÞ

s:t: WT W ¼ I

With the orthogonal constraint, the OSPP model above can be
solved exactly by many recently proposed algorithms [16–18],
rather than approximated by the generalized eigenvalue problem
as original SPP.
3. Graph optimization for dimensionality reduction with
sparsity constraints

3.1. Motivations

Note that, in the GoLPP model (1), the maximum entropy term
makes the edge weights of graph as uniform as possible, conse-
quently incurring the loss of sparsity, which is a basic common
merit in typical graph construction using k-NN and e-ball, or l1
regularization, etc. In fact, the resulted graph updating formula-
tion (see Eq. (11) in Appendix) of GoLPP has shown that there
exist nonzero edge weights in all the pairs of samples. On the
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other hand, according to an often-used strategy, the trace ratio
term in GoLPP (1) is transformed into a corresponding ratio trace
form, which can be simply solved via generalized eigenvalue
decomposition. However, such a solution is not unique and
deviates from the original objective function, which further incurs
the nonuniqueness of the subsequent learning results (see
Appendix where we give particular illumination).

3.2. Model for GODRSC

To address the above problems involved in GoLPP, a new graph
learning model for DR is given below:

min
W ,Si

JðW ,SÞ ¼

Pn
i ¼ 1 :WT ðxi�XSiÞ:

2

Pn
i ¼ 1 :WT xi:

2
þ
Xn

i ¼ 1

li:Si:1

s:t: WT W ¼ I ð4Þ

where WARD� d(doD) is the projection matrix, X¼[x1,x2,y,xn],xiA
RD, is a set of given samples, S¼(Sij)n�n is the affinity weight matrix
with zero diagonal entries, Si is the ith column of S as well as the
reconstructive coefficient vector of sample xi, li is a tradeoff
parameter, and I is a d�d unit matrix. We call the proposed model
Graph Optimization for Dimensionality Reduction with Sparsity
Constraints (GODRSC) since it deals with both optimization and
sparsity of graph for DR process.

As described previously, the l1 regularizer on Si in the proposed
model (4) aims at obtaining a sparse graph. Furthermore, its
numerator (i.e.,

Pn
i ¼ 1 :WT ðxi�XSiÞ:

2
) of the first term is different

from the one (i.e.,
Pn

i,j ¼ 1 :WT xi�WT xj:
2
Sij) in GoLPP. This is

mainly due to the following two factors: (1) Avoiding degenerate
solution. The model would generate a trivial solution if replacing
the entropy term with l1 regularizer in GoLPP model directly.
(2) Establishing relationship between the proposed algorithm and
SPP. Shortly, we will see that with such a consideration, GODRSC
potentially gives an extension to SPP. On the other hand, in model
(4) we impose orthogonal constraint on the projection matrix so
as to directly solve an orthogonally constrained trace ratio
problem for avoiding nonunique solution as in GoLPP.

3.3. Algorithm

Despite its non-convexity, problem (4) can be easily solved by
alternating iteration scheme.

3.3.1. Initialization

We simply initialize W¼ I,2 and thus Eq. (4) reduces to

min
Si

Pn
i ¼ 1 :xi�XSi:

2

Pn
i ¼ 1 :xi:

2
þ
Xn

i ¼ 1

li:Si:1

which can be further simplified into the following form:

min
Si

Xn

i ¼ 1
:xi�XSi:

2
þ
Xn

i ¼ 1

~li:Si:1 ð5Þ

where ~li is the constant times of li, and, without loss of general-
ity, we continue to use li in the later text. It is easy to see that
problem (5) is just a sparse representation problem, which has
been studied deeply and can be efficiently solved by many off-
the-shelf algorithms such as l1-magic [19,20]. In this paper, we
deal with it through a recently proposed and very popular tool
package, SLEP, owing to its high efficiency [21].
2 Of course, one may initialize W according to other priors or assumptions.

Also, one can firstly initialize the graph S, but it is uneasy here due to the scarcity

of prior information about such a graph.
Then, the algorithm runs alternately between the following
steps:

Step 1. With the obtained graph S by (5), problem (4) becomes
an orthogonal SPP (OSPP) problem:

min
W

Pn

i ¼ 1
:WT ðxi�XSiÞ:

2

Pn

i ¼ 1
:WT xi:

2

s:t: WT W ¼ I

or equivalently,

min
W

tr½WT XðI�S�STþSST ÞXT W �

trðWT XXT WÞ

s:t: WT W ¼ I ð6Þ

This is a trace ratio problem with orthogonality constraint
whose global optimal solution can be found via several
efficient iterative procedures [16–18]. For example, Guo et al.
[17] and Wang et al. [16] handled it by solving a series of trace

difference problems. Here, we choose the decomposed New-
ton’s method (DNM) in [18] to solve optimal W in (6) since it
has been empirically proved more efficient [18,22].
Step 2. Fix W and compute optimal S¼(Sij)n�n in problem (4),
which can be reduced to the following optimization problem:

min
Si

Xn

i ¼ 1
:WT ðxi�XSiÞ:

2
þ
Xn

i ¼ 1

li:Si:1 ð7Þ

By contrast with Eq. (5), Eq. (7) is a sparse representation
problem in the transformed data space by current W. Similarly,
we can get its optimal solution by SLEP.

The GODRSC algorithm is summarized below.

Input: X— data matrix;

li, i¼ 1,. . .,n— regularized parameter;

e— iterative stop threshold ;
Output: W— projection matrix.
Procedure:
Initialize W¼ I and compute S by solving Eq. (5);
Calculate the objective function value of (4): J0’J(W,S)

For k¼ 1,2,. . .,MaxIter

Calculate projection matrix W by solving Eq. (6) shown
in Step 1;

Update weight matrix S using the solution of Eq. (7)
shown in Step 2;

Calculate the objective function value of (4): Jk’J(W,S);
If 9Jk� Jk�19oe

Break and return W;
EndIf

EndFor

Based on the algorithm above, the alternating iterative procedure
obtains optimal solution at each step for S and W, respectively. Thus,
it can also easily be proven that GODRSC algorithm is convergent
according to the block coordinate descent method [23].

3.4. Comparison with related works
�
 GoLPP: Both GoLPP and GODRSC attempt to optimize graph and
learning projections simultaneously in one single objective
function. However, as mentioned before, in GoLPP the graph is
fully connected and the solution is not unique. On the contrary,
GODRSC obtains a desired sparse graph, which models the ‘‘local’’
structure of data and contains natural discriminant information
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though in unsupervised manner [12–14,24]. Furthermore,
GODRSC avoids the nonuniqueness of the solution in GoLPP
algorithm by addressing the orthogonally constrained trace ratio
problem directly.

�
 SPP: GODRSC shares a common point with SPP. Both of them

involve graph construction based on sparse representation.
However, GODRSC alternately performs sparse graph construc-
tion and projection learning in a unified framework. Conse-
quently, it considers the sparse representation of original data
as well as transformed data by different W. Different from it, the
graph construction in SPP is completed only in the original data
space and has no direct connection to subsequent DR process.
In addition, the obtained projection matrix is orthogonal in
GODRSC, while nonorthogonal in SPP.

4. Experiments

In this section, we experimentally evaluate the effectiveness of
the proposed GODRSC algorithm in terms of classification accu-
racy on five UCI and two face datasets, comparing with GoLPP,
SPP and OSPP, respectively. Then, to demonstrate why the
proposed algorithm might work well, we give the visualization
of the resulting graph adjacency matrices via GoLPP, SPP and
GODRSC on a face data set.
Table 2
The best average classification accuracies, corresponding standard deviations and

dimensions of GoLPP, SPP, OSPP, GODRSC on the used datasets across 20 splits.

Datasets Methods Accuracies (%) Std (%) Dim.

Sonar GoLPP 72.78 5.99 59

SPP 77.59 2.88 57

OSPP 83.89 4.01 57

GODRSC 84.87 4.65 53

Wine GoLPP 87.92 2.53 6

SPP 89.06 5.24 11

OSPP 87.92 4.34 7

GODRSC 91.02 3.44 4

Letter GoLPP 76.08 0.81 14

SPP 78.26 1.33 16

OSPP 77.25 1.78 12

GODRSC 79.98 2.37 12

Soybean GoLPP 83.19 3.4 24

SPP 82.04 3.92 35

OSPP 82.89 2.80 35

GODRSC 82.22 2.13 23

Ionosphere GoLPP 92.85 1.27 21
4.1. Dataset descriptions and experimental sets

The five UCI datasets used in the experiments include Sonar,
Wine, Letter, Soybean and Ionosphere. Their detailed descriptions
are shown in Table 1.

The two well-known face datasets used here are AR and Extended

Yale B. For AR database, we only use a subset provided by Martinez
and Kak [25], which contains 100 persons (50 men and 50 women).
Each person has 14 different images taken in two sessions separated
by 2 weeks, and each session contains 7 images with different
illumination and expressions. The Extended Yale B database [26]
contains 2414 front-view face images of 38 individuals. Each
individual has about 64 pictures taken under various laboratory-
controlled lighting conditions. For the two face datasets, we ran-
domly select 7 and 10 images of each class from each dataset as the
training data, and the remaining for test. Furthermore, all the images
in two datasets are, respectively, cropped to 66�48 and 32�32,
and the gray level values are all rescaled to [0.1].

In each experiment, we first learn the subspaces using GoLPP,
SPP, OSPP and GODRSC, respectively, based on the training data.
To avoid the small sample size problem, these algorithms on AR

and Extended Yale B involve a PCA process preserving 98% and 99%
energy of data, respectively. Then the test data are projected onto
the learned subspaces by the algorithms above, and the nearest
neighbor (1-NN) classifier is performed for classification. All the
experiments are performed 20 times based on different random
training/test splits.

For impartial comparison, in SPP and OSPP we use the sparse
representation (5) in GODRSC to construct their graphs, and
empirically set its tradeoff operator li¼0.001, i¼1,y,n in the three
le 1
five UCI datasets and their corresponding partitions.

atasets Dimensions Class numbers Simple sizes For training For test

onar 60 2 208 100 108

ine 13 3 178 90 88

tter (a–m) 16 13 3900 260 3640

oybean 35 4 47 20 27

nosphere 34 2 351 200 151
algorithms. Moreover, in GODRSC the iteration stop threshold e is
set to 10�3, and the parameters in GoLPP are inferred as [11].

4.2. Experimental results

The classification results of GoLPP, SPP, OSPP and GODRSC on
the five UCI and two face datasets across 20 random training/test
splits are shown in Table 2.

From the experimental results, we can obtain several
observations:
(1)
AR

Ya
GODRSC performs better than GoLPP on almost all the datasets,
which indicates that the sparsity of graph via l1 regularization is
important to subsequent classification due to its natural dis-
criminating power. This point caters for our motivation and is
also consistent with the results based on the sparse graph
construction [12,14,24].
(2)
 On most of the used databases, GODRSC outperforms SPP and
OSPP, which illustrates GODRSC may benefit from the auto-
matically optimized graph rather than the pre-constructed
one as in SPP and OSPP, since they are all based on the sparse
graph construction.
(3)
 In contrast with SPP, OSPP obtains slightly better results with
higher accuracies on four datasets, and lower on the other
three datasets. This states that orthogonal projection con-
straint may benefit to the subsequent classification task, due
to its measure invariance [27] and the optimal solution of
trace ratio problem.
Furthermore, we take Extended Yale B as an example to show
the resulting graphs in GoLPP, SPP and GODRSC, respectively. This
is expected to intuitively illustrate why the proposed algorithm
generally works well. The visualization results of three edge
weight matrices obtained by GoLPP, SPP and GODRSC are all
demonstrated in Fig. 1, where only a sub-block of each matrix
corresponding to the first 30 face images from the first three
SPP 91.20 1.35 33

OSPP 94.04 2.86 34

GODRSC 94.94 1.34 30

GoLPP 85.24 1.89 234

SPP 89.89 1.8 233

OSPP 88.93 2.0 234

GODRSC 91.10 1.16 227

le B GoLPP 80.11 2.92 167

SPP 81.82 3.99 132

OSPP 84.24 4.11 159

GODRSC 85.16 1.02 134



Fig. 1. Visualization of a segment of the resulting graph adjacency matrix in (a) GoLPP, (b) SPP and (c) GODRSC on Extended Yale B, where images from the same individual

are arranged together.
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persons is shown due to the limitation of page format here. From
this figure, we can get the following observations: (1) the graph of
GoLPP is dense, although the intra-class edge weights are gen-
erally larger (high gray level) than the inter-class ones. In
contrast, the graphs in SPP and GODRSC are both sparse and
nonzero weights mostly in the same class samples. (2) For the
graphs in SPP and GODRSC, despite sharing common sparsity, the
GODRSC generally makes the intra-class connections of graph
stronger (higher gray level), while the inter-class ones weaker
(lower gray level, see the reference points indicated by the red
square), which thanks the graph update in GODRSC.
5. Conclusions

In most traditional graph-based DR algorithms, graph con-
struction is independent of DR task. Different from them, in this
paper, based on a task-dependent graph construction strategy we
propose a new algorithm called Graph Optimization for Dimen-
sionality Reduction with Sparse Constraints (GODRSC). In the
proposed algorithm, graph optimization with sparse constraint
and projection pursuing with orthogonal constraint are simulta-
neously realized in one unified framework, resulting in an auto-
matically optimized and sparsity-holding graph. Furthermore, the
effectiveness of GODRSC is verified by comparing with several
related algorithms including GoLPP, SPP and OSPP on some
publicly available datasets, which further illustrates well-con-
structed graph is important to dimensionality reduction for
improving the generalization of subsequent classifier. In the
future, we will attempt to provide theoretical analysis for this
task-dependent graph construction mode.
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Appendix. The solution of GoLPP is not unique

In this section, we will review the solving process of the GoLPP
model (1) (see [11] for more details), from which we can illuminate
why its projection matrix and weight matrix are not unique.

As described in Section 2.1, the original model of GoLPP is
given as follows:

min
W ,Sij

trðWT XLXT WÞ

trðWT XXT WÞ
þZ

Xn

i,j ¼ 1
Sij lnSij

s:t:
Xn

j ¼ 1
Sij ¼ 1,i¼ 1,. . .,n
SijZ0,i,j¼ 1,. . .,n ð1Þ

However, for obtaining a closed-form solution the trace ratio
term in (1) is transformed into ratio trace form, and we have

min
W ,Sij

JðW ,SÞ ¼ tr½ðWT XXT WÞ�1WT XLXT W �þZ
Xn

i,j ¼ 1
Sij lnSij

s:t:
Xn

j ¼ 1
Sij ¼ 1,i¼ 1,. . .,n

SijZ0,i,j¼ 1,. . .,n ð8Þ

which can be solved by the following alternating iteration steps. One
is to seek W fixing S, which can be completed by the generalized
eigenvalue decomposition; the other is to solve S given W, which
may reduce to the following optimization problem:

min
Sij

JðSÞ ¼ tr½ðWT XXT WÞ�1WT XLXT W �þZ
Xn

i,j ¼ 1
Sij lnSij

s:t:
Xn

j ¼ 1
Sij ¼ 1,i¼ 1,. . .,n

SijZ0,i,j¼ 1,. . .,n ð9Þ

Let U ¼ ðWT XXT WÞ�1, by SVD we obtain

U ¼ VLVT ¼ VL1=2L1=2VT ð10Þ

since U is positive definite. From (10) and (9), we can get

JðSÞ ¼ tr½UWT XLXT W �þZ
Xn

i,j ¼ 1
Sij lnSij

¼ tr½VL1=2L1=2VT WT XLXT W �þZ
Xn

i,j ¼ 1
Sij lnSij

¼ tr½L1=2VT WT XLXT WVL1=2
�þZ

Xn

i,j ¼ 1
Sij lnSij

¼ tr½ ~W
T
XLXT ~W �þZ

Xn

i,j ¼ 1
Sij lnSij

¼
Xn

i,j ¼ 1
: ~W

T
xi�

~W
T
xj:

2
SijþZ

Xn

i,j ¼ 1
Sij lnSij

where ~W ¼WVL1=2. Then embedding it into problem (9), we have

Sij ¼
expð�: ~W

T
xi�

~W
T

xj:
2
=ZÞPn

j ¼ 1
expð�: ~W

T
xi�

~W
T

xj:
2
=ZÞ

ð11Þ

by the Lagrangian multiplier method.
During the above solving process, we focus on decomposition

(10) and find that the order of singular values in L can be
alterable. That is, as long as the order of these singular values
and their singular vectors in V is together exchanged, the matrix U

is invariant no matter how to be exchanged. However, once the
order of these singular values makes some changes, the matrix
~W ¼WVL1=2 would accordingly alter, which leads to the weights

(11) and the next projection matrix also alters correspondingly.
That is, the weight matrix S and the projection matrix W are not
unique. Naturally, the last results such as classification would be
not stable.

A possible reason of presence of such nonuniqueness of the
solutions is that models (8) and (9) are ratio trace form, which is
addressed in our proposed model in Section 3.2.
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